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Abstract—This article investigates customer-side energy storage
system operations to minimize the electricity bill under a peak load
limitation constraint and uncertain environments. Specifically, it is
discussed how the demand and price uncertainties impact the system
performance. It is shown that the energy storage system operation
based on the Markov decision process with stochastic information
has near-optimum performance, which is achieved by an iterative
method with perfect information when the electricity price and de-
mand are slightly varied. To address a problem, such as the fail-
ure of peak load reduction due to high uncertainties, two heuristic
methodologies are suggested by modifying the peak load threshold
and the charge/discharge reservation quantity. It is demonstrated that
the proposed approach can effectively manage the uncertainties with
marginal performance degradation.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the enhanced communication infrastructure and smart
devices, there is growing room to develop operation and man-
agement system for improving energy efficiency and reducing
cost for both power system operators and consumers [1, 2].
In particular, due to the introduction of dynamic pricing, the
flexibility of customer-side operation has been increased in
modern power systems [2–5].

The conventional electricity bill consists of demand and
energy charges, which depend on the peak load and accumu-
lated electricity usage, respectively. Reducing the peak load
is beneficial for both power system operators and customers.
The system operator can improve the system reliability as well
as reduce system cost, which is tightly coupled to peak load
reduction while customers can reduce their electricity usage
cost [6, 7]. Actually the demand charge is designed to induce
customers to try to reduce the peak load of electric utilities.
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However, reducing the peak load implies a change of usual
electricity usage patterns and may cause the increase of cus-
tomer discomfort.

On the other hand, an energy storage system (ESS) can be
a useful and prominent tool to reduce the peak load without
losing customer’s comfort so long as it is economical [8].
An ESS has benefits compared to the conventional shift- or
reduction-based demand-side management by maintaining the
same service quality since customers do not recognize whether
the loads are shifted or not. However, the operation of an ESS
is complex because it cannot provide electric energy more than
that stored.

There are several research works on how to operate an ESS
to obtain economic benefits [9, 10] and integrate the renew-
able energy source [11, 12]. These works, however, are mostly
based on the deterministic models. In real situations, there exist
uncertainties in demand and electricity price. If the demand is
underestimated, then the charged electricity would be depleted
earlier than for the economic operation, and it may cause fail-
ure in controlling the peak load under the desired level. It
would be similar for the price when real-time dynamic pricing
is applied. How to schedule charging and discharging for ESSs
poses a complex problem because of its inter-temporal nature;
its operation in one time step would affect its operation in other
time steps that come later.

ESS operation strategies are proposed considering the un-
certainties [13–18]. With the uncertainty of renewable gen-
eration, ESS operation algorithms are studied for reducing
the system operational cost under isolated microgrid environ-
ments [13] and by integrating renewable generators into the
electricity market [14]. Flexible optimal operation of ESSs is
researched for optimal power flow problems with varying de-
mand and price profiles [15]. Customer-side ESS operations
using a simplified model introduced both unlimited and lim-
ited peak load constraints [16]. However, most of these works
are based on the search method, which requires a high compu-
tational burden due to iteration processes.

Some research has been performed for stochastic ESS oper-
ations under demand or price fluctuations [17–20]. Stochastic
operations based on the Markov decision process (MDP) were
introduced in [17, 18]. These works deal with how to operate
the ESS under uncertain environments. In [19], a stochastic
optimization framework is presented for secure and efficient
operation and planning of a bulk electric power system with
uncertainty. A scenario-based stochastic framework is pro-
posed to investigate the effect of uncertainty for microgrids
[20]. However, much research is focused on the basic rules
for ESS operations. For more reliable and practical ESS oper-
ation, it should be discussed how the uncertainties affect the
ESS operation and performance.

This article focuses on dynamic ESS operation for reducing
electricity bills under peak load limitation and demand and
price uncertainties.

The general ESS operation problem is first formulated as a
linear programming problem. To solve this problem, the prob-
lem is reformulated in the recursive form, and an optimal ESS
operation is derived based on the MDP. The MDP-based algo-
rithm (i) determines the amount of ESS charge/discharge with
the current demand and price information and the stochastic
properties for future values and (ii) updates the reserved ESS
energy for the expected peak demand control and price change
at each decision interval. This this MDP-based algorithm is
then used to discuss how the demand and price uncertainties
affect the electricity bill savings and the peak load shaving.

Moreover, the failure issue that the stochastic operation can-
not always satisfy the constraints caused by the uncertainties
will be considered. For reducing the impacts of uncertainties,
two practical strategies are suggested that change the con-
straint threshold of the operation problem and the amount of
reserve for the future peak load reduction. The results show
that the suggested approaches can effectively overcome the
failure issue with very marginal performance degradation (i.e.,
<0.03%).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the system model in terms of a customer-side
power system with an ESS. In Section 3, general and recursive
ESS operation problems are formulated, and the stochastic ESS
operation algorithm is suggested. The impact of the demand
and price uncertainties is demonstrated in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

This section provides descriptions for the analytical represen-
tation of the customer-side power system model, including
demand and price, and ESS. Based on these definitions, the
ESS operation problem will be formulated in Section 3.

2.1. Customer-side Power System

A customer-side power system is composed of multiple de-
vices, an ESS, and a customer-side operator, as described in
Figure 1. In this work, it is assumed that an ESS is installed for
one customer, but it can be extended to the case when multiple
customers are served by an ESS. In this case, each customer
can be considered as a device. For the ESS operation, the ag-
gregated demand dt (in kWh), from devices, and the price pt

(in KRW/kWh), from the electricity market, are periodically
input to the operator with unit time interval �T (in hr). The
time interval is determined considering the time period that
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FIGURE 1. Customer-side power system model.

the demand and price are announced from devices and elec-
tricity market, respectively. After receiving the demand and
price information, the operator decides how much power the
ESS should charge or discharge. Consider an observation time
duration T (e.g., 24 hr). A set of decision epochs (time) for the
operation is made T = {1, 2, . . . , N}, where N = T /�T , and t
denotes the decision time indicator in T . Throughout the arti-
cle, it is assumed that the duration of each epoch is considered
as an hour, i.e., �T = 1h, which is a reasonable assumption
under an hourly based pricing system.

2.2. Demand and Electricity Price

For an effective ESS operation, demand and price predictions
as well as their current values are required. Many predication
techniques have been suggested and developed [21, 22]. It is
assumed that a prediction technique is available and provides
sequences of demand forecasts d̂t and price forecasts p̂t and
its distribution fd(dt) and fp(pt) for t ∈ T .

2.3. ESS

A single ESS is considered to be installed in the system, which
has the capacity E (in kWh) and the energy rate per an hour
(E-rate) �E [23]. The allowable operational action at of the
ESS charge/discharge is equivalent to

−E�E ≤ at ≤ E�E . (1)

By the operation, the state of charge (SoC) of the ESS, st,
is changed to

st = st−1 + at−1. (2)

Likewise, the SoC is bounded in the ESS operation range
as follows:

0 ≤ st ≤ E . (3)

Let At be the feasible region of the ESS operation at each
decision time t. It is constructed as

At = {at | − E�E ≤ at ≤ E�E, 0 ≤ st ≤ E}. (4)

For more practical ESS modeling, additional ESS char-
acteristic parameters, such as the charge/discharge efficiency
and the depth of discharge (DoD), could be considered. But
to focus on the effect of the ESS operation, the ideal ESS is
considered (e.g., the efficiency is 1 and DoD is 100%).

3. ESS OPERATION STRATEGY

3.2. Problem Formulation

For a power system, the ESS becomes a device to determine
the amount of demand even if it could have a negative quan-
tity, so the overall electricity bill during T is calculated when
considering real-time pricing:∑

t∈T

pt (dt + at ) =
∑
t∈T

pt dt +
∑
t∈T

pt at . (5)

Because price pt and demand dt are the observed values,
the objective function is given by

O(a) =
∑
t∈T

pt at , (6)

where a is the vector of the ESS operation actions during the
decision epoch T .

In general, the electricity bill minimization problem con-
sidering the ESS operation can be formulated as:

min
a

∑
t∈T

pt at

s.t. dt + at ≤ lth, ∀t ∈ T, (7)

at ∈ At , ∀t ∈ T,

where lth is the peak load threshold.
The optimization problem in Eq. (7) is a linear program-

ming problem and can be solved with iterative algorithms
using the simplex method or the interior point method [24].
However, they require perfect information on the demand and
price over the whole observation period and extensive compu-
tation to solve the problem. Thus, an ESS operation strategy is
proposed that could operate with imperfect demand and price
information and low computational requirement.

3.2. ESS Operation Framework

The ESS operation is a sequential decision-making problem.
At each decision epoch t, the operator decides the action at

on the occupied ESS SoC st−1 based on the information on
demand dt and electricity price pt. The action choice incurs
an immediate cost ptat, and the ESS evolves to a new SoC st.
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In essence, this problem is solved by an MDP [25], presented
next.

In the beginning of the decision epoch t, the operator re-
ceives the current demand and electricity price, (i.e., dt and
pt), the forecasted demand and electricity price (i.e., d̂n and
p̂n , where n ∈ {t + 1, · · · , N }), and the stochastic character-
istics. Therefore, the action is made to minimize the expected
electricity bill at decision epoch t. Under this constraint, the
problem in Eq. (7) can be reformulated in the recursive form

ut (pt ) = min
at ∈At

{pt at + E[ut+1(pt+1)|at ]} ,

s.t. dt + at ≤ lth,
(8)

where E[·] is the expectation operation.
The Markov decision problem expressed in Eq. (8) can

be solved optimally by backward induction [25]. At decision
epoch N , there is only one valid action to minimize the elec-
tricity bill. At t = N − 1, the operator can choose the action
with the expected action at t = N . Recursively, the operator de-
cides the current action with the expected actions in advance.
It means that at each decision time, the operator determines
the ESS operation by analyzing an inductively defined single-
state problem with the current information and its stochastic
property.

3.3. MDP-based Optimal ESS Operation

The performance of the Markov decision maker depends on
the possible action set. In the problem at hand, the feasible
region of the ESS operation occurs as the action set at each
decision epoch. Using Eq. (2), the feasible region of the ESS
operation in Eq. (4) is expressed as

At = {at |amin
t ≤ at ≤ amax

t }, (9)

where amin
t = max{−E�E,−st } and amax

t = min{E�E, E
− st }.Assuming �E ≥ 1 (this assumption is reasonable in the
sense that ESSs, which have small capacity and high E-rate,
such as lithium ion batteries, are considered at the customer
side [26–28]), the action set is addressed as

−st ≤ at ≤ E − st , ∀t /∈ T . (10)

Applying the backward induction method, the reward at
decision epoch N becomes

uN (pN ) = min
aN

pN aN , (11)

and the optimal action to minimize the electricity bill is deter-
mined as

a∗
N = amin

N = −sN . (12)

The action should satisfy the peak load limitation constraint
as well as the electricity bill minimization. Under the optimal

action, the peak load limitation constraint is reconstructed as

a∗
N + dN ≤ lth → aN−1 ≥ −sN−1 + dN − lth . (13)

This condition bounds the action set at decision epoch N −
1,

−sN−1 + [dN − lth]+ ≤ aN−1 ≤ E − sN−1, (14)

where [x]+ = max{0, x}. This means that the peak load lim-
itation constraint at decision epoch N affects the action at
decision epoch N − 1, not that at the decision epoch N .

When t = N − 1, the reward is calculated as

uN−1(pN−1) = min
aN−1

{pN−1aN−1 + pN a∗
N }

= min
aN−1

{(pN−1 − PN )aN−1 − pN sN−1}. (15)

The reward in Eq. (15) is a linear function, so it is mini-
mized when the action is chosen either −sN−1 + [dN − lth]+

if pN−1 − pN > 0 or E − sN−1 if pN−1 − pN ≤ 0. Under this
constraint, the optimal action is decided as

a∗
N−1 = −sN−1 + RN−1(dN , pN ), (16)

where

RN−1(dN , pN ) = E · Pr(pN−1 ≤ pN )

+EdN [dN − lth]+ · Pr(pN−1 > pN ). (17)

Comparing with the optimal action at the decision epoch
N , a∗

N−1 has an additional term RN−1(dN , pN ). The term is re-
served for the expected price saving (pN−1 − pN ≤ 0) and the
expected peak load reduction ([dN − lth]+) on N − 1 onward
operations.

The peak load limitation constraint at decision epoch N −
1 also limits the action set at decision epoch N − 2,

a∗
N−1 + dN−1 ≤ lth → aN−2 ≥ −sN−2

+dN−1 − lth + RN−1(dN , pN ). (18)

Likewise, for t < N , the optimal action is expressed as

a∗
t = −st + Rt ( 	d N

t+1, 	pN
t+N ), (19)

where 	d N
t+1 = {dt+1, dt+2, . . . , dN ), 	pN

t+1 = {pt+1, pt+2, . . . ,

pN } , and

Rt

(
	d N
t+1, 	pN

t+1

)
= E · Pr (pt ≤ pt+1) + E 	d N

t+1
[dt+1 − lth

+ Rt+1( 	d N
t+2, 	pN

t+2)
]+

· Pr(pt > pt+1). (20)

Consequently, the MDP-based optimal ESS operation is
summarized as

a∗
t =

{
−st + Rt

(
	d N
t+1, 	pN

t+1

)
, when t ∈ [1, N ),

−sN , when t = N .
(21)

Because Rt ( 	d N
t+1, 	pN

t+1) can be predetermined, the operator
just updates it with the present price information and decides
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the ESS operation at each decision epoch. Therefore, it has low
computational intensity compared with the algorithm based
on the iterative method to solve the optimization problem in
Eq. (7).

Note that the proposed stochastic algorithm can return in-
feasible solutions in two cases. (1) At initial decision epoch
t = 1, the ESS should be discharged. The ESS SoC is empty
at initial decision epoch because the operator discharges all
ESS energy to minimize the electricity bill at the final decision
epoch in Eq. (12). (2) The ESS capacity is not enough to sat-
isfy the peak load limitation constraint, such as dt > lth − E .
In this article, these cases will be ignored. Actually, to prevent
the first case of the infeasible solution, it could be assumed
that the operation is started when the demand is very low (e.g.,
2:00 AM). And the second problem is not an operation issue
but a system design issue.

4. ESS OPERATIONAL IMPACT OF
UNCERTAINTIES

Under uncertain environments, the MDP-based ESS operation
as shown in Eq. (21) is worked with a stochastic information.
For operational reliability, the operator can reserve the amount
of ESS for future decision. The reserved amount affects the
system performance that is expressed as the objective function.
And a problem can occur even if the operator reserves the
amount of ESS for satisfying constraints when the uncertainty
becomes high (e.g., increasing the forecast error). This section
empirically discusses the impact of uncertainties that affect the
ESS objective and constraint.

A customer-side power system with a 1-kWh ESS is con-
sidered to demonstrate the performance of the ESS operation
during one day. The set of decision epochs is constructed as
T = {1, 2, · · · , N = 24}. The demand and price are randomly
generated to check the impact of uncertainties, and the data set
is applied, which is gathered from a typical building in Korea.

4.1. Impact on Electricity Bill Savings

Electricity bill saving, which is the objective in this work,
through ESS operation is observed under varying the con-
straints as well as the demand and price, which are modeled as
Gaussian distributed random variables [19, 21] with the mean

d̂t = 0.5 × {2 − sin(2π (t + 4)/N )} (kWh),
p̂t = 60 × {2 − sin(2π (t + 4)/N )} (KRW/kWh),

(22)

and the variance. The values in Eq. (22) illustrate the typi-
cal customer-side model of Korea that the average demand
during one day is 12 kW and the average price per kWh is
120 KRW [29]. The variance is changed according to the

FIGURE 2. An example of actual price and price forecast
when the forecast error is 3%.

average forecast error E[|d̂t − dt |/dt ] or E[| p̂t − pt |/pt ] in
the results. In Figure 2, an example of actual price and price
forecast is shown when the forecast error is considered as
3%.

In Figure 3(a), electricity bill saving is illustrated when
only demand forecast error is considered. The electricity bill
saving is slightly decreased when the demand forecast er-
ror is increasing but is very marginal, e.g., 0.02% with 10%
peak load reduction requirement and 3% demand forecast er-
ror. However, when the peak reduction requirement becomes
strong, from 2% to 10%, the amount of electricity bill saving
is greatly reduced. The ESS operator reserves some amount
of energy for future demand control. When the forecast error
and peak reduction requirement are increased, the reserved
amount should be raised. When the required reserve amount is
increased, the probability of electricity bill savings is reduced.
This is because the flexibility for operation is restricted by
the reserve constraint. The electricity bill saving is marginally
decreased by the demand forecast error, but it is linearly re-
duced when increasing the peak reduction requirement. This
means that the peak reduction requirement has more influ-
ence than the forecast error when demand forecast error is
considered.

The relation between electricity bill savings and price fore-
cast errors is provided in Figure 3(b). The electricity bill sav-
ing by the ESS operation is reduced when the price fore-
cast error is increased. Similar to the effect of demand un-
certainty, the ESS operator reserves some amount on ESS
charge/discharge for providing against the price uncertainty.
The reservation term limits the operational degree of free-
dom. The MDP-based ESS operation contains the reservation
term, expressed as Rt ( 	d N

t+1, 	pN
t+1) for preparing uncertainties

for future decision. When calculating the term, the demand
uncertainty is neglected in some cases (e.g., when the ESS is
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of electricity bill savings at 2, 5,
and 10% peak load reduction constraints: (a) electricity bill
savings versus demand forecast error and (b) electricity bill
savings versus price forecast error.

fully charged), but the price uncertainty affects every decision
time and is accumulated. Therefore, the electricity bill sav-
ing is exponentially decreasing with increasing price forecast
error.

FIGURE 4. Modified demand data recorded from the typical
building of Korea in March 2013.

FIGURE 5. Electricity bill saving with varying target peak
reduction using Korea demand set.

To obtain more realistic observations, the demand set
recorded from a typical building in Korea on March 2013 was
acquired. The daily demand of collected data sets is 300 kW on
average. Due to the assumption of a 1-kWh ESS, it is scaled

FIGURE 6. Example of net load and ESS operation quan-
tity with 5% peak reduction target: (a) net load and (b) ESS
operation quantity.
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down to 30 kW per day, as shown in Figure 4. The MDP-
based ESS operator has information of the forecast demand
and assumes that the demand forecast error is 2% [30] and
has the perfect information of the price because the building
uses a predetermined time-of-use tariff of KEPCO’s Industrial
(B)–A-I [29].

Figure 5 shows the amount of electricity bill saving with
varying target peak reduction requirements using the demand
data set of Korea. The dashed–dotted red line with squares
expresses the electricity bill saving from the MDP-based op-
erator, and the results, which are operated with the perfect in-
formation as deterministic values, are illustrated as the dashed
blue line with circles. Similar to the result of ideal cases in
Figure 3(a), the electricity bill saving is almost linearly de-
creased with more strong peak reduction requirements. Tight
peak reduction requirement limits the room for operation for
electricity bill saving. However, the degradation of electric-
ity bill saving of the MDP-based operation is less than 1%
compared to the results with the perfect information.

An example of the demand profiles reflecting ESS opera-
tion and ESS operation quantity are presented with a 5% peak
reduction target in Figure 6. In Figure 6(a), the original de-
mand illustrated as the black line is changed to the squared
red dashed–dotted line by the MDP-based ESS operation and
the circled blue dashed line by the operation with the perfect
information. The operator with the perfect information fully
discharges the quantity of ESS because the operator knows
that there is no required demand exceeding the peak reduc-
tion requirement after 17 hr. The MDP-based operator also
discharges some quantity of ESS, but some quantity of ESS
should remain to provide the possible peak reduction after
17 hr. This is because the MDP-based operator just has the
stochastic information of the demand. However, there is little
difference between the operations, which is why the electricity
bill saving has a similar value in Figure 5.

To clarify the operation, the ESS operation quantities are
presented in Figure 6(b). The positive value means that the
ESS is charged from the grid and vice versa. It is presented
that the ESS is simply charged at nighttime (i.e., 1–2 hr) and
discharged at the peak demand duration (i.e., 12, 14, and 15
hr) when the operator knows the perfect information, as shown
by the circled blue dashed line. The MDP-based operator of
the squared red dashed–dotted line is similarly worked, but
the additional charging and discharging operations occur to
prepare the future peak cutting after the peak demand duration.

4.2. Impact on Peak Load Cut

The uncertainty first restricts the electricity bill saving, as
described in the previous results. Particularly, the price uncer-
tainty has a significant impact to the electricity bill saving.

FIGURE 7. Effect of demand forecast error at 2, 5, and 10%
peak load reduction requirements: (a) peak reduction failure
probability and (b) peak reduction when failure occurs.

The demand uncertainty has less impact on the electricity
bill saving but makes it difficult to reflect the peak load limita-
tion. For reducing the required demand, the ESS is discharged,
and the amount of discharge is decided based on the SoC,
which is reserved at the previous decision for onward demand
reduction. When the demand uncertainty becomes high, diffi-
culty grows in determining the reserve for future peak demand
control, and the operation result does not satisfy the peak load
limitation constraint.

The probability of peak reduction failure is shown with var-
ious demand forecast error and peak reduction requirements
in Figure 7(a). For increasing demand forecast error, the peak
reduction failure probability is also increased. This is because
demand forecasting is the basis of how much quantity should
be reserved for future peak demand. Increasing target peak re-
duction also makes the peak reduction failure probability high
since the tight peak reduction requirement reduces the room
for operation.
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FIGURE 8. Effect of the forced extra reserve for future peak
reduction at 5% peak load reduction requirement: (a) peak
reduction failure probability and (b) electricity bill saving
decrement.

Figure 7(b) presents how much demand is reduced when the
required peak reduction requirements fail. It is shown that the
amount of peak reduction is linearly decreasing for the increas-
ing demand forecast error in all peak reduction targets. Based
on these observations, a simple approach is first suggested for
avoiding the failure that the peak load threshold could be more
flexibly established (e.g., αlth, where α < 1) considering peak
reduction target and recorded demand forecast error.

Another way to reduce the failure is to force an extra reserve
for future peak reduction when calculating the reserved term,
e.g., Rt ( 	d N

t+1, 	pN
t+1) + dRt . The failure probability is illustrated

in Figure 8(a) when the forced extra reservation is applied for
the 5% peak load reduction target. It is shown that the failure is
dramatically decreased (i.e., less than 10% failure probability
when an additional 3.5% of the ESS capacity is reserved for
future peak load reduction). The reservation increment limits
the electricity bill saving; however, the decrease is relatively
small compared to that without the extra reservation, e.g.,
<0.03% when the 5% extra reservation of the ESS capacity is
considered, as shown in Figure 8(b).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This article solves the ESS operation problem for electricity
bill minimization under a peak load limitation constraint in
customer-side power systems. An environment is considered
that the operator has imperfect information about the demand
and price. Taking into account the uncertainty, a stochastic
ESS operation algorithm is suggested based on the MDP, and
how demand and price uncertainties affect to the system per-
formance is discussed. Additionally, two heuristic approaches
for reducing the effect of uncertainties are suggested by mod-
ifying the peak load threshold and the reserve term.

Future works will include an investigation on scalability
issues in the optimization problem, design and comparison
of more effective operational algorithms, and extensions to
consider more realistic models, such as ESS characteristics
and demand types.
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